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Fish Crackers for iOS - Advancing Assembling Puzzles to the New Level
Published on 05/23/12
The Grabarchuk Family today introduces Fish Crackers 1.0, its most advanced puzzle game
for iOS devices. Perfect for both beginners to experts alike, Fish Crackers features 100
original puzzles with real 2D physics. Players can manipulate pieces just like real
physical objects: effortlessly move, rotate, and bump pieces together. Puzzles are
arranged from very simple with 3 pieces only, up to really hard ones with 9 pieces. Gain
achievements to earn points & get to #1 place in the leaderboards.
Uzhgorod, Ukraine - The Grabarchuk Family today is proud to announce the release and
immediate availability of Fish Crackers 1.0, its most advanced puzzle game for iPhone,
iPad and iPod touch. Fish Crackers features 100 original puzzles with real 2D physics.
Players can move, rotate, and bump pieces as real physical objects. Puzzles are arranged
from very simple with 3 pieces only, up to really hard ones with 9 pieces.
Main Features:
* 100 hand-crafted puzzles, more to come
* Realistic 2D gameplay - move, turn, and bump
* Designed for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Play in portrait and landscape views
* Scores: earn stars for each solved puzzle
* Can't solve puzzles? Use hints
* Guest players: get your friends to play
* Game Center achievements and leaderboards
Coming soon:
* New puzzles
* New features
The object:
Fit the given pieces neatly within the shape. There are challenges for all solvers,
beginners to experts alike. Puzzles are ranged from the easiest, with 3 pieces only, to
the hardest ones, with 9 different pieces. Fish Crackers is original creation by the
Grabarchuk Family and delivered exclusively for iOS.
2D physics:
You can manipulate pieces just like real objects - move pieces by dragging; rotate a piece
at any angle by dragging its corner around (or by single tap); flip a piece by double tap;
and even bump pieces! All features are adjustable in Options.
Universal:
App is specially designed for best puzzle experience on any iOS device in both portrait
and landscape views.
Social:
You get up to 3 stars for each puzzle solved correctly. Gain achievements to earn points
and get to #1 place in the leaderboards! Track your progress and share your thoughts with
others in the Social section.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad
* Requires iOS 3.0 or later
* Universal Application
* 6.4 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Fish Crackers 1.0 is $2.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category.
Grabarchuk Puzzles:
http://www.grabarchukpuzzles.com/
Fish Crackers 1.0:
http://www.grabarchukpuzzles.com/fishcrackers/ios/index.htm
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/fish-crackers/id525741830

Screenshot 1:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/096/Purple/v4/cc/d3/ae/ccd3aeb4-b8ee-9464-19f3-9a42396d2c44/mza

Screenshot 2:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/099/Purple/v4/90/e5/75/90e575e0-c117-ba20-e4ed-c731fd5a4f18/mza_

App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/076/Purple/v4/a1/ed/80/a1ed8023-6602-e74f-76be-66ef3e987505/mza

Grabarchuk Puzzles is a family oriented Ukrainian puzzle group which actively creates,
develops, and promotes new puzzles of different types and in various forms. For the past
decade the Grabarchuk family has worked in the Puzzle World. We create various puzzles,
implement their design and carefully test them, bring them to the market, compile and
publish our puzzle creations in different books, magazines, newspapers, and on the Web, as
well as produce interactive puzzles, solve hundreds of puzzles a year and partake in
puzzle researches and historical studies, all involved into many other puzzle activities
all over the World. Copyright (C) 2012 Grabarchuk Puzzles. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the
Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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